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on march 21 1578 holy thursday cavalier fabrizio bracciolini charged that he had been ambushed slashed stoned and left bleeding in a pistoia street by fellow cavalier mariotto cellesi
and four accomplices in the captain s concubine love honor and violence in renaissance tuscany donald weinstein studies the lengthy investigation of the incident bares the motives of
the actors and follows the ensuing trial weinstein examines the roles of the patricians merchants shopkeepers weavers priests and prostitutes who served as audience bit players and
chorus in this renaissance street theater drama when fabrizio is revealed to be the lover of chiara the concubine of mariotto s father questioning moves away from the street fight itself
to the right of the defendants to take revenge for violated family honor accuser becomes accused and a simple case of assault turns into a community s discussion of its most tenacious
values lurching from comedy to tragedy and neglected even by local chroniclers the holy thursday incident involved issues of honor family religion gender relations and power familiar
to social historians of late medieval and early modern europe for the medici ruler of the grand duchy of tuscany the holy thursday affair presented a dilemma bound to regard duels and
street fights as threats to an all too fragile public order and a challenge to his sovereignty francesco i nevertheless respected and fostered the aristocratic code of honor family loyalty
and chivalric valor to which the cellesi appealed how these contradictions were accommodated is a crucial part of the story weinstein tells the byzantine world contained many
important cities throughout its empire although it was not urban in the sense of the word today its cities played a far more fundamental role than those of its european neighbors this
book through a collection of twenty four chapters discusses aspects of and different approaches to byzantine urbanism from the early to late byzantine periods it provides both a
chronological and thematic perspective to the study of byzantine cities bringing together literary documentary and archival sources with archaeological results material culture art and
architecture resulting in a rich synthesis of the variety of regional and sub regional transformations of byzantine urban landscapes organized into four sections this book covers theory
and historiography geography and economy architecture and the built environment and daily life and material culture it includes more specialized accounts that address the centripetal
role of constantinople and its broader influence across the empire such new perspectives help to challenge the historiographical balance between margins and metropolis and also to
include geographical areas often regarded as peripheral like the coastal urban centers of the byzantine mediterranean as well as cities on islands such as crete cyprus and sicily which
have more recently yielded well excavated and stratigraphically sound urban sites the routledge handbook of the byzantine city provides both an overview and detailed study of the
byzantine city to specialist scholars students and enthusiasts alike and therefore will appeal to all those interested in byzantine urbanism and society as well as those studying medieval
society in general a member of the art history generation from the golden age of the 1920s and 1930s millard meiss 1904 1975 developed a new and multi faceted methodological
approach this book lays the foundation for a reassessment of this key figure in post war american and international art history the book analyses his work alongside that of
contemporary art historians considering both those who influenced him and those who were receptive to his research jennifer cooke uses extensive archival material to give meiss the
critical consideration that his extensive and important art historical restoration and conservation work deserves this book will be of interest to scholars in art history historiography and
heritage management and conservation based on testaments and notarial contracts this examination of the black death of 1348 argues for social resilience in bologna the notarial
record demonstrates that notaries officials medical practitioners and clergy served the populace while families remained intact and the populace resisted flight this intensive foundation
course in italian is designed for students with no previous knowledge of the language accompanying audio material containing dialogues listening exercises and pronunciation practice
is available to purchase separately in cd format these two audio cds are designed to work alongside the accompanying book students using the routledge intensive italian course will
practise the four key skills of language learning reading writing speaking and listening and will acquire a thorough working knowledge of the structures of italian the routledge intensive
italian course takes students from beginner to intermediate level in one year this book is an ambitious synthesis of the social economic political and cultural interactions between greeks
and non greeks in the mediterranean world during the archaic classical and hellenistic periods instead of traditional and static distinctions between greeks and others professor
vlassopoulos explores the diversity of interactions between greeks and non greeks in four parallel but interconnected worlds the world of networks the world of apoikiai colonies the
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panhellenic world and the world of empires these diverse interactions set into motion processes of globalisation but the emergence of a shared material and cultural koine across the
mediterranean was accompanied by the diverse ways in which greek and non greek cultures adopted and adapted elements of this global koine the book explores the paradoxical role
of greek culture in the processes of ancient globalisation as well as the peculiar way in which greek culture was shaped by its interaction with non greek cultures this book identifies
through an interdisciplinary lens literary works that treat the theme of the journey from multiple angles religious psychological psychoanalytical philosophical educational and historical
italy s economic expansion after world war two triggered significant social and cultural change secularization accompanied this development and triggered alarm bells across the nation
s immense catholic community the devil and the dolce vita is the story of that community the church of popes pius xii john xxiii and paul vi the lay catholic action association and the
christian democratic party and their efforts in a series of culture wars to preserve a traditional way of life and to engage and tame the challenges of a rapidly modernizing society roy
domenico begins this study during the heady days of the april 1948 christian democratic electoral triumph and ends when pro divorce forces dealt the catholics a defeat in the
referendum of may 1974 where their hopes crashed and probably ended between those two dates catholics engaged secularists in a number of battles many over film and television
censorship encountering such figures as roberto rossellini luchino visconti federico fellini and pier paolo pasolini the venice film festival became a locus in the fight as did places like
pozzonovo near padua where the catholics directed their energies against a communist youth organization and prato in tuscany where the bishop led a fight to preserve church
weddings concern with proper decorum led to more skirmishes on beaches and at resorts over modest attire and beauty pageants by the 1960s and 1970s other issues such as
feminism a new frankness about sexual relations and the youth rebellion emerged to contribute to a perfect storm that led to the divorce referendum and widespread despair in the
catholic camp major new study of secular religious boundaries and the role of the clergy in the administration of italy s late medieval city states more than 400 distinguished scholars
including archaeologists art historians historians epigraphers and theologians have written the 1 455 entries in this monumental encyclopedia the first comprehensive reference work of
its kind from aachen to zurzach paul corby finney s three volume masterwork draws on archaeological and epigraphic evidence to offer readers a basic orientation to early christian
architecture sculpture painting mosaic and portable artifacts created roughly between ad 200 and 600 in africa asia and europe clear comprehensive and richly illustrated this work will
be an essential resource for all those interested in late antique and early christian art archaeology and history provided by publisher in 1563 the council of trent published its decrees
calling for significant reforms of the catholic church in response to criticism from both protestants and catholics alike bishops according to the decrees would take the lead in
implementing these reforms they were tasked with creating a church in which priests and laity were well educated morally upright and focused on worshipping god unfortunately for
these bishops the decrees provided few practical suggestions for achieving the wide ranging changes demanded reform was therefore an arduous and complex process which many
bishops struggled to accomplish or even refused to undertake fully the bishop s burden argues that reforming bishops were forced to be creative and resourceful to accomplish
meaningful change including creating strong diocesan governments reforming clerical and lay behavior educating priests and parishioners and converting non believers the book
explores this issue through a detailed case study of the episcopacy of cardinal bishop gregorio barbarigo of padua bp 1664 1697 asking how a dedicated bishop formulated a reform
program that sought to achieve the church s goals barbarigo like other reforming bishops borrowed strategies from a variety of sources in the absence of clear guidance from rome he
looked to both pre and post tridentine bishops the society of jesus the venetian government and the propaganda fide which he selectively emulated to address the problems he
discovered in padua the book is based primarily on the detailed records of barbarigo s visitations of rural parishes and captures the rarely heard voices of seventeenth century italian
peasants the bishop s burden helps us understand not only the changes experienced by early modern catholics but also how even the most sophisticated plans of central authorities
could be frustrated by practical realities which in turn complicates our understanding of state building and social control what is architectural history considers the questions and
problems posed by architectural historians since the rise of the discipline in the late nineteenth century how do historians of architecture organise past time and relate it to the present
how does historical evidence translate into historical narrative should architectural history be useful for practicing architects if so how leach treats the disciplinarity of architectural
history as an open question moving between three key approaches to historical knowledge of architecture within art history as an historical specialisation and most prominently within
architecture he suggests that the confusions around this question have been productive ensuring a rich variety of approaches to the project of exploring architecture historically read
alongside introductory surveys of western and global architectural history this book will open up questions of perspective frame and intent for students of architecture art history and
history graduate students and established architectural historians will find much in this book to fuel discussions over the current state of the field in which they work entirely original in
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its methodology this study offers a fresh approach to the study of romanesque fa e sculpture declining to revisit questions of artistic personalities artistic style and connoisseurship
dorothy f glass delves instead into the historical and historiographical context for a group of significant monuments erected in italy between the last decade of the eleventh century and
the first third of the twelfth century in her reading local culture takes precedence over names context over connoisseurship she argues that it was the cultural intellectual and religious
life of the abbeys of san benedetto po and nonantola that provided the framework for the reformist ethos of much of the sculpture adorning the cathedral of modena glass argues that
the monuments are deeply rooted in the concerns of the reform of the church more commonly known as the gregorian reform that these reform ideas and ideals were first fomented in
monastic communities and then adopted by the new cathedrals built in cities that freed of submission to imperial german rule had recently rejoined the papal fold the sculpture of
reform in north italy ca 1095 1130 history and patronage of romanesque fa es moves scholarship beyond continuously reiterated opinions concerning style attribution chronology origins
and influence instead opening new and fruitful lines of inquiry into the patronage and historical significance of these extraordinary monuments
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Istria 1997 on march 21 1578 holy thursday cavalier fabrizio bracciolini charged that he had been ambushed slashed stoned and left bleeding in a pistoia street by fellow cavalier
mariotto cellesi and four accomplices in the captain s concubine love honor and violence in renaissance tuscany donald weinstein studies the lengthy investigation of the incident bares
the motives of the actors and follows the ensuing trial weinstein examines the roles of the patricians merchants shopkeepers weavers priests and prostitutes who served as audience bit
players and chorus in this renaissance street theater drama when fabrizio is revealed to be the lover of chiara the concubine of mariotto s father questioning moves away from the
street fight itself to the right of the defendants to take revenge for violated family honor accuser becomes accused and a simple case of assault turns into a community s discussion of
its most tenacious values lurching from comedy to tragedy and neglected even by local chroniclers the holy thursday incident involved issues of honor family religion gender relations
and power familiar to social historians of late medieval and early modern europe for the medici ruler of the grand duchy of tuscany the holy thursday affair presented a dilemma bound
to regard duels and street fights as threats to an all too fragile public order and a challenge to his sovereignty francesco i nevertheless respected and fostered the aristocratic code of
honor family loyalty and chivalric valor to which the cellesi appealed how these contradictions were accommodated is a crucial part of the story weinstein tells
Monopoli arte cultura storia tradizioni popolari e religiose 2022 the byzantine world contained many important cities throughout its empire although it was not urban in the sense of the
word today its cities played a far more fundamental role than those of its european neighbors this book through a collection of twenty four chapters discusses aspects of and different
approaches to byzantine urbanism from the early to late byzantine periods it provides both a chronological and thematic perspective to the study of byzantine cities bringing together
literary documentary and archival sources with archaeological results material culture art and architecture resulting in a rich synthesis of the variety of regional and sub regional
transformations of byzantine urban landscapes organized into four sections this book covers theory and historiography geography and economy architecture and the built environment
and daily life and material culture it includes more specialized accounts that address the centripetal role of constantinople and its broader influence across the empire such new
perspectives help to challenge the historiographical balance between margins and metropolis and also to include geographical areas often regarded as peripheral like the coastal urban
centers of the byzantine mediterranean as well as cities on islands such as crete cyprus and sicily which have more recently yielded well excavated and stratigraphically sound urban
sites the routledge handbook of the byzantine city provides both an overview and detailed study of the byzantine city to specialist scholars students and enthusiasts alike and therefore
will appeal to all those interested in byzantine urbanism and society as well as those studying medieval society in general
Storia di Padova 2003 a member of the art history generation from the golden age of the 1920s and 1930s millard meiss 1904 1975 developed a new and multi faceted
methodological approach this book lays the foundation for a reassessment of this key figure in post war american and international art history the book analyses his work alongside that
of contemporary art historians considering both those who influenced him and those who were receptive to his research jennifer cooke uses extensive archival material to give meiss
the critical consideration that his extensive and important art historical restoration and conservation work deserves this book will be of interest to scholars in art history historiography
and heritage management and conservation
Arte, cultura, società nell'Ottocento meridionale 2013 based on testaments and notarial contracts this examination of the black death of 1348 argues for social resilience in bologna the
notarial record demonstrates that notaries officials medical practitioners and clergy served the populace while families remained intact and the populace resisted flight
I musei delle aziende 2001 this intensive foundation course in italian is designed for students with no previous knowledge of the language accompanying audio material containing
dialogues listening exercises and pronunciation practice is available to purchase separately in cd format these two audio cds are designed to work alongside the accompanying book
students using the routledge intensive italian course will practise the four key skills of language learning reading writing speaking and listening and will acquire a thorough working
knowledge of the structures of italian the routledge intensive italian course takes students from beginner to intermediate level in one year
Il cammino della storia. Scienza, arte, cultura 2018 this book is an ambitious synthesis of the social economic political and cultural interactions between greeks and non greeks in
the mediterranean world during the archaic classical and hellenistic periods instead of traditional and static distinctions between greeks and others professor vlassopoulos explores the
diversity of interactions between greeks and non greeks in four parallel but interconnected worlds the world of networks the world of apoikiai colonies the panhellenic world and the
world of empires these diverse interactions set into motion processes of globalisation but the emergence of a shared material and cultural koine across the mediterranean was
accompanied by the diverse ways in which greek and non greek cultures adopted and adapted elements of this global koine the book explores the paradoxical role of greek culture in
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the processes of ancient globalisation as well as the peculiar way in which greek culture was shaped by its interaction with non greek cultures
Arte, cultura, storia 1981 this book identifies through an interdisciplinary lens literary works that treat the theme of the journey from multiple angles religious psychological
psychoanalytical philosophical educational and historical
Italiano, storia, arte, cultura generale 1991 italy s economic expansion after world war two triggered significant social and cultural change secularization accompanied this development
and triggered alarm bells across the nation s immense catholic community the devil and the dolce vita is the story of that community the church of popes pius xii john xxiii and paul vi
the lay catholic action association and the christian democratic party and their efforts in a series of culture wars to preserve a traditional way of life and to engage and tame the
challenges of a rapidly modernizing society roy domenico begins this study during the heady days of the april 1948 christian democratic electoral triumph and ends when pro divorce
forces dealt the catholics a defeat in the referendum of may 1974 where their hopes crashed and probably ended between those two dates catholics engaged secularists in a number of
battles many over film and television censorship encountering such figures as roberto rossellini luchino visconti federico fellini and pier paolo pasolini the venice film festival became a
locus in the fight as did places like pozzonovo near padua where the catholics directed their energies against a communist youth organization and prato in tuscany where the bishop led
a fight to preserve church weddings concern with proper decorum led to more skirmishes on beaches and at resorts over modest attire and beauty pageants by the 1960s and 1970s
other issues such as feminism a new frankness about sexual relations and the youth rebellion emerged to contribute to a perfect storm that led to the divorce referendum and
widespread despair in the catholic camp
Gazzuolo Belforte 2007 major new study of secular religious boundaries and the role of the clergy in the administration of italy s late medieval city states
The Captain's Concubine 2003-05-22 more than 400 distinguished scholars including archaeologists art historians historians epigraphers and theologians have written the 1 455 entries
in this monumental encyclopedia the first comprehensive reference work of its kind from aachen to zurzach paul corby finney s three volume masterwork draws on archaeological and
epigraphic evidence to offer readers a basic orientation to early christian architecture sculpture painting mosaic and portable artifacts created roughly between ad 200 and 600 in africa
asia and europe clear comprehensive and richly illustrated this work will be an essential resource for all those interested in late antique and early christian art archaeology and history
provided by publisher
Maremma. Storia, arte, cultura 2001 in 1563 the council of trent published its decrees calling for significant reforms of the catholic church in response to criticism from both protestants
and catholics alike bishops according to the decrees would take the lead in implementing these reforms they were tasked with creating a church in which priests and laity were well
educated morally upright and focused on worshipping god unfortunately for these bishops the decrees provided few practical suggestions for achieving the wide ranging changes
demanded reform was therefore an arduous and complex process which many bishops struggled to accomplish or even refused to undertake fully the bishop s burden argues that
reforming bishops were forced to be creative and resourceful to accomplish meaningful change including creating strong diocesan governments reforming clerical and lay behavior
educating priests and parishioners and converting non believers the book explores this issue through a detailed case study of the episcopacy of cardinal bishop gregorio barbarigo of
padua bp 1664 1697 asking how a dedicated bishop formulated a reform program that sought to achieve the church s goals barbarigo like other reforming bishops borrowed strategies
from a variety of sources in the absence of clear guidance from rome he looked to both pre and post tridentine bishops the society of jesus the venetian government and the
propaganda fide which he selectively emulated to address the problems he discovered in padua the book is based primarily on the detailed records of barbarigo s visitations of rural
parishes and captures the rarely heard voices of seventeenth century italian peasants the bishop s burden helps us understand not only the changes experienced by early modern
catholics but also how even the most sophisticated plans of central authorities could be frustrated by practical realities which in turn complicates our understanding of state building and
social control
The Routledge Handbook of the Byzantine City 2024-01-31 what is architectural history considers the questions and problems posed by architectural historians since the rise of
the discipline in the late nineteenth century how do historians of architecture organise past time and relate it to the present how does historical evidence translate into historical
narrative should architectural history be useful for practicing architects if so how leach treats the disciplinarity of architectural history as an open question moving between three key
approaches to historical knowledge of architecture within art history as an historical specialisation and most prominently within architecture he suggests that the confusions around this
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question have been productive ensuring a rich variety of approaches to the project of exploring architecture historically read alongside introductory surveys of western and global
architectural history this book will open up questions of perspective frame and intent for students of architecture art history and history graduate students and established architectural
historians will find much in this book to fuel discussions over the current state of the field in which they work
Dalmazia 2008 entirely original in its methodology this study offers a fresh approach to the study of romanesque fa e sculpture declining to revisit questions of artistic personalities
artistic style and connoisseurship dorothy f glass delves instead into the historical and historiographical context for a group of significant monuments erected in italy between the last
decade of the eleventh century and the first third of the twelfth century in her reading local culture takes precedence over names context over connoisseurship she argues that it was
the cultural intellectual and religious life of the abbeys of san benedetto po and nonantola that provided the framework for the reformist ethos of much of the sculpture adorning the
cathedral of modena glass argues that the monuments are deeply rooted in the concerns of the reform of the church more commonly known as the gregorian reform that these reform
ideas and ideals were first fomented in monastic communities and then adopted by the new cathedrals built in cities that freed of submission to imperial german rule had recently
rejoined the papal fold the sculpture of reform in north italy ca 1095 1130 history and patronage of romanesque fa es moves scholarship beyond continuously reiterated opinions
concerning style attribution chronology origins and influence instead opening new and fruitful lines of inquiry into the patronage and historical significance of these extraordinary
monuments
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